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The International Frog Carnival in Ivanić Grad is intended for entertainment and celebration of 

visitors and the domicile population on the streets and squares of the city. This interesting 

carnival every year is visited by more and more guests. The streets of Ivanić Grad have come to 

life again this year! Everyone could find their own corner, try something at the stands of 

craftsmen, refresh themselves in cafes, test local wines at the Škrletovo event, buy a souvenir 

at the Toy Fair, dance and sing at the Carnival or at concerts. 

Reception for representatives of guest carnival groups and FECC members 

In the afternoon, representatives of guest carnival groups and members of the FECC 

(Federation of European Carnival Cities) were received by FECC Croatia vice-president Željko 

Posilović, Carnival Manager Suzana Lovrešćak with associates and Director of the Ivanić Grad 

Tourist Board Ana Gašparević Marković. All present were greeted by FECC International Vice-

President Josip Silov on behalf of the FECC International Board and present FECC General 

Secretary Branko Brumen and awarded Ivanić Grad with Memorial Plaque Memoria Vivat, 

Željko Posilović and Suzana Lovrešćak FECC with commemorative medals, and Ana Marković 

FECC magazines and Suzana Lovrešćak a book “Carnival Pope”. The President of HUK 

(Croatian Association of Carnivalists) Ivan Prpić also addressed the audience and awarded the 

hosts with HUK medals. This was followed by a traditional souvenir exchange. 

12th International Frog Carnival 

In the evening, the 12th International Frog Carnival was held. Numerous visitors were able to 

enjoy the color of the original costumes and carnival rhythm. In addition to many carnival groups 

and beautiful masks from Ivanić Grad and other Croatian cities, groups from Slovenia, Greece, 

Serbia, Austria, Italy and Bosnia and Herzegovina participated. A total of 25 groups from 7 

European countries. Over 430 carnivalists walked and danced through the city in a parade, 

which was welcomed on the main stage by the Mayor of Ivanić Grad Javor Bojan Leš. Everyone 

enjoyed the different colors, music and dance. Photojournalists and viewers took thousands of 

photos. And we filled our batteries with positive energy, warm impressions and fond memories. 

Congratulations on the excellent organization of the 12th Frog Carnival and we thank the hosts 

and organizers - the City of Ivanić Grad, the Tourist Board and the NGO Frogs for the cordial 

hospitality and unforgettable weekend spent in Ivanić Grad. 

                                                                       Josip Silov, International FECC Vice-president 

         



                                                                                     

  

 

  



  

  

  

  


